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ABSTRACT

In the framework of a one parameter test theory of special

relativity, the difference between Transport- and Einstein

synchronization on the rotating earth is calculated. For the special

theory of relativity this difference vanishes. Therefore, experiments

in which these synchronization procedures are compared, test the

special theory of relativity.
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There are basically two procedures for synchronization of clocks:

synchronization by light signals (Einstein synchronization) and synchronization

by slow (compared to velocity of light) clock transport. It is easy to show

that the two methods are equivalent in the special theory of relativity (SR).

However, in a theory with a preferred reference frame ("Ether" theory) these two

methods of synchronization are not equivalent. Based on this fact a test

theory of SR was suggested in Ref.,2, where a class of rival theories against

which SH is to be compared, was introduced. The authors in Ref.2, however,

considered only reference frames moving with constant velocity relative to each

other.

In this letter;we extend the scheme of Ref.2 to non-inertial frames

such as a rotating disk. The transformation from a stationary frame to a rigid

rotating frame with constant angular velocity fi makes the speed of light to

be locally different in opposite directions. In order to Einstein synchronize

the clocks on a rotating disk, one should "correct" the (externally synchronized)

local time by some amount 6p. This "corrected" time is called the "natural

time" of the disk 3) On the other hand, for synchronization by slow clock

transport, one should use the proper tisne of the transported clock. This

involves another correction, 6™, in the local time. We try to evaluate these

corrections using a particular one'parameter test theory and show that the

difference |S_ - 4_| is of first order in SI, the angular velocity of the

disk.

Let S- be a preferred stationary frame with coordinates (T, S ) ,

where we write for the apace-time interval

ds2 = dT2

The most general linear transformation from

moving with velocity v is given by

(1)

to an inertial frame S
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i = | + 1 ̂  . r s ^ i $.j. i ?.H
d a ^ bd 2 a '

where a, h and d are parameters that may depend only on v 2 and 2 is a

v-dependent vector specifying the synchronization procedure. In order to

have Einstein synchronization in the S frame we should have

To obtain the transformation for the disk, we impose the condition

x-v = 0 . W e then evaluate the differentials of T and j? in polar

coordinates (subject to |3| - r » const.)

dT - i dt

d$ = -7 df + — rSidt • (4)
o a

To achieve Einstein synchronization on the disk, we define the

"natural time" t_ such that

dt = dt - | - 2 —
E d 1-v2

He then have

(5)

dT' - ± 2 (l-v2)dt2 - \ r2df2 (6)

Since we want to set up a one-parameter test theory, an appropriate choice

for a and d is

r(v)g(v). d"1 = g(v)/ ( I - 2 ) " 1 ' 2 (7)

so that

ds2 - dT2 gZ(v)(dt2 -

where g(v) is a function of v only.
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One should note that in contrast to the special theory of relativity,

s does no longer represent the proper time of clocks located on the disk.

This time is already represented by tg, which differs from s as long as

g(v) # 1.

We now try to find the difference of correction |ij, ~&™\ • To each

point r = const on the disk we attach a frame S moving with speed v

relative to SQ. These frames are related through Eq.(8). Note that all

the clocks on the ring r « const are Einstein-synchronized.

Consider now a clock moving on the same ring with speed w relative

to S... Then by Eq.(8) we have

dT2 - dX2 = g2(w)(dtgZ - r W 2 ) (9)

where t£ is the time measured by the moving clock (proper time of the clock),

and w is the velocity of the moving clock relative to the stationary system.

From Eqs.(.8) and (9) we obtain

(10)

where u = r T — is the speed of the moving clock relative to the disk. It
2) E

can be shown that for small u values

Then

(11)

Let now g(v) Si (1+av ). Then at any point on the disk, the proper

time of the clock transported a finite angle if would differ from the time

read on the Einstein synchronized clocks by an amount

fltD - it_ st 2ar4fv (12)
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This time difference is obviously equal to (,„ - 6^. For the case where

no inertial frame is preferred (SE), g(v) • 1 and a = 0, i.e. At£ = itT-

This proves the equivalence of two synchronization methods on a rotating

disk, in the framework of special relativity

Null experiments on earth, measuring one-way velocity of light while

distant clocks are synchronized according to the transport method, could give

an upper limit for a. The analysis of existing experiments, such as the new

8)
isotropy test of the speed of light done by the Aarhus University group

is currently under consideration.
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